Abstract. The paper presents the design and simulation experiments of the adaptive approach in the estimation of the object state realized by filter whose gain is calculated on-line. The adopted concept of determining the gain uses a defined for this purpose signal called an error and on the basis of its waveform features introduces an incremental correction of the amplification factor of the estimation filter. The obtained results of state estimation are characterized by stability and strong correctness even for cases of non-stationary disturbances
Introduction
Presently in engineering due to the contemporary requirements formulated to increase research and development of methods available makes it dominate the so-called "soft tasks", the essence of which are: probabilistic methods, approximate sets, uncertain variables, fuzzy logic, neural networks and adaptive algorithms. They provide a highly differentiated formal apparatus, especially as these methods can be combined. It seeks to apply first of all specialized computer techniques, thanks to which processes of automation of measurement and globalization of information systems are more effective [1] . Approaches associated to adaptation strategies can lead to sequential Monte Carlo algorithms also called molecular filter methods [1, 2, 3] . This is connected to additional requirements in terms of computing power. Many issues related to object recognition are solved using ANN-learning. In such cases there is a need for a learning process usually associated with data preprocessing [4, 5, 6] . The article proposes the construction of an algorithm with an adaptive approach to state estimation by a filter (similar to the Kalman filter), in which the gain coefficient is modified depending on the some characteristic features of the error signal defined for this purpose. Simulation studies were conducted for a biochemically contaminated river described by partial differential equations. When interpreting the description of these phenomena along the so-called characteristics, a set of ordinary differential equations was obtained [7] . This approach ensures unchanged accuracy of the description of biochemical phenomena in the river. For a thorough assessment of estimation process is employed the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) similar as were used in [8, 9] . mass balance of oxygen. For a better interpretation of large lateral tributaries, the river was divided into sections between these tributaries.
The mathematical model BOD-DO for the part of the river considered by the i-th section of the river takes on the form [7, 10 -11] :
with boundary conditions:
where:     photosynthesis, oxygen consumption by bottom sediments or BOD and DO small inflows [10, 11] . The boundary conditions included in the model are described by initial and boundary conditions. Initial condition -refers to the whole length of the segment at the moment
Boundary condition -refers to the beginning of the section under consideration in the time domain:
Another way of interpreting the process of river purification is to convert partial differential equations into many ordinary differential equations along the so-called characteristics. It is based on the interpretation of the description of water pollution in the case when BOD and RT index values are observed for a freely moving volume of water. Then the quality indicators depend only on time. For the i-th section of the river the characteristics are defined by the dependence:
whose boundary points satisfy the condition: 
where:
vt -This is a measurement distortion with Gaussian distribution. The state of polluted river on the characteristics described by ordinary differential equations receiving form:
where the initial condition takes the form:
i  B -matrix influence of the disturbances, and wr is the signal noise of disturbance. For the object described by equations (7) and measurements (6), we formulate the problem of estimation [11 -13] .
The process estimation of state by the filter
Approximation of actual description of phenomena by means of mathematical modeling is not an easy task. Among the many solutions to, the following: a mathematical model of the stochastic signals are added to the appropriate distribution. They represent the variability of external factors. The main task of estimation in such cases is to obtain the best possible information about the system based on measurements. A good solution is to use the Kalman filter. In this class of linear estimators, it provides a minimum mean square error of estimation. In practice, it may happen that the measurement does not include all coordinates of the state vector. This means that not all elements of the state vector are used to reproduce the full state vector [11, 14 -16] . This effect is especially useful in control systems where missing system information can be obtained from disturbed and indirect measurements. In general, the Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm for estimating the state vector model of a dynamic system using measurements of this system. The Kalman filter equation is given by the following differential equation:
where: y -measurements, and K F -the gain coefiction of Kalman filter:
(9) in which P(t), C, R are, respectively, the estimation error covariance matrix, the measurement matrix and the covariance of measurement disturbances from equation (6) . In order to determine K F (t) the matrix P(t) representing the covariance of the estimation error should be known we need to know this matrix. It fulfills the following Riccati's differential equation:
with initial condition, P(t 0 )=P( t 0 ) (11) Finally, to determine the state estimate is necessary to solve two equations, ie. A filter equation and Riccati equation. The quality of the estimate obtained from equation (11) depends to a large extent on the filter gain K F (t). Its value depends on the characteristics of the stochastic signals affecting the given data object in the form of covariance of system
and measurement disturbances. Determining the covariance of disturbance signals is sometimes a difficult task. Therefore, other solutions to eliminate these obstacles are being sought. One of the proposals is an approach in which the filter gain coefficient adaptively adjusts.
Adaptive modification of the filter gain
In the proposed filter based on measurements recursively determines the estimate of the state vector of the object and modification gain filter. It should be noted that both the object and the measurements are subjected to disturbaced signals. This approach avoids the inconvenience of having to estimate the characteristics of the signals affecting the object under consideration. They can be much differentiated. At Kalman's approach, nonlinear differential equations are solved to determine the filter gain coefficient. The essence of the proposed approach is the application of the difference between the measurement and the corresponding co-ordinate state estimate. This defined signal will be used to correct the value of the gain coefficient. This correction is made for each measurement moment with a suitable precaution coefficient. With these assumptions, the constructed filter determines the estimation values based on the measurements and the actual gain KF . The value of the filter gain correction it comes from the minimization error of the estimation, which results in the "adaptation" to the current conditions of the object's functioning. The algorithmic diagram of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 1 . The definition of an adaptive error is defined by the following relationship:
where:   yt -the measurement at time t, and ̂2(t) -estimate indicator of DO.
An error derivative is also used for the gain correction calculation, which assumes the following form:
The change in gain coefficients was assumed to be incremental, as did the change in weights in neuronal networks, according to the following formula: Calculation of the increase of gain filter dK_F taken as a proportional function or in the form of tabulated and made dependent on the threshold value of the error ε, and the operation of addition or subtraction of the gain is carried out depending on the sign of the derivative of error. The implementation of this task is shown in the block diagram in Figure  2 . In the case of large errors of the ε, the value of precaution η is smaller, which affects the stability of the algorithm. The values of η in the algorithm were chosen using the experimental method. Stabilization and improvement of the quality of the adaptive algorithm was also obtained by taking into account several previous measurements relative to the current one. The change in the error value from the previous step significantly affected the change in the filter gain coefficient. Stabilization and improvement of the quality of the adaptive algorithm was also obtained by taking into account several previous measurements relative to the current one. The change in the error value from the previous step significantly affected the change in the filter gain coefficient. The global block diagram of the adaptive algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . It is worth noting that Block A is a schematic in which the conditions for changes in the gain factor of a filter are determined based on the value of errors and their derivatives in the so-called observation window. The conducted simulation experiments were made for different values of configuration parameters occurring in the algorithm. As a measure of the quality of estimation accepted the square root of the integral squared estimation error, respectively for BOD and RT expressed formulas: https://doi.org/10.1051/itmconf/20182100005
In which 1 ( ) = 1 ( ) −̂1( ), 2 ( ) = 2 ( ) −̂2( ) and 1 , ̂1 is the coordinate of the BOD state and its estimate, while 2 , ̂2-is the DO coordinate and its estimate.
The simulation results
In simulation studies, many algorithms were changed. In each case, stable solutions were obtained, ie estimations followed the changes in the state vector. In numerous simulation experiments, the intensity of measurement and system disturbances was changed. The sample results of the estimation quality tests are presented in Table 1 . In all cases, the correctness was obtained, which consisted in the fact that the BOD (15.a) rates always took much higher values than the ratios for RT (15.b). This is due to the nature of the process being carried out, for which only the coordinate RT is measured. This means that information from the measurement of the BOD are small hence the great value of the index for the estimation of the BOD. The slight differences between positions 1 and 5 for the estimation indices (columns 5 and 6) result from a different implementation of the generated disturbances. 
Summary
The article proposes an algorithm to estimate the state in the form of a filter similar to the Kalman filter with adaptive selection of its gain. Its operation was realized using a defined error as the difference between the measurement and the corresponding indicator. It should be emphasized that the assumptions do not include all the coordinates of the state vector. In order to increase its flexibility and precision of operation, measurement window taking into account several previous measurements. The conducted simulation experiments for a hypothetical river with a length of 400 kilometers of polluted tributary in the middle of its length. The solution of differential equations was implemented by the Runge-Kutta algorithm, fourth order. For all cases, satisfactory results have been obtained, ie, the time course of the estimate and the coordinates of the state have always been consistent. The research involved changing the various parameters of the adaptive algorithm. Sudden large changes in BOD can be regarded as polluted large side inlets or as a non-stationary processes. For such cases, satisfactory results have been obtained. It turned out that the different initial values of the gain factor (if they are from the same range) did not have a significant effect on the results of the estimation of the state. The characteristic of the obtained estimation is the better quality for the estimation for which the measurements are made. The filter, despite the lack of BOD information (no measurements) generated its estimate of the correct trend of change. The implementation of the algorithm does not require high computing Power.
